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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Hello Fellow Planners, and Happy Fall!

F

all is such a great time to explore Connecticut
and I trust you will take some time to enjoy
the change of seasons.
This issue of Connecticut Planning is the perfect complement to the weather, as we dive into
planning for bicyclist and pedestrian mobility. The
topic is so much more than recreational activity,
however, and should always be an essential planning component even
in our most rural communities. It’s a big deal of course here in New
Haven as well. Of the ten largest cities in New England, only Boston
has a higher percentage of walk and bike commuters. The statistic
speaks to the value of a densely populated community with a large
concentration of jobs. It also calls on us to recognize that commuting patterns are often driven by economic opportunity. With a high
poverty rate (over 20%), many of our residents simply have no access
to a private vehicle and they depend on thoughtful designs which
accommodate all road users. As you read through the magazine, take
stock of the opportunity to enhance social equity through bike and
pedestrian initiatives.
Speaking of the change of seasons, we are undergoing quite a
bit of change at CCAPA. Please join me in congratulating Rebecca
Augur, AICP, Principal Planner at Milone & MacBroom, as our
new President-elect! Rebecca has served for many years as chair of
the Communications Committee and chief editor of this magazine.
She brings a wealth of experience to chapter leadership both as a
longstanding member of the executive committee and as an accomplished consulting planner. Many of you have worked with Rebecca
on consulting projects and know that her insights and forward-thinking approach are perfectly-aligned with the strategic direction of
CCAPA. Rebecca will take over as President on January 1, 2020 and
will be introduced to APA Leadership at the Fall Policy and Advocacy
Conference in Washington.
(continued on page 3)
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE, cont’d
The other big transition is from the Start with
Planning initiative toward implementation through
our new Development Plan. The plan focuses on
three guiding principles: supporting for the next generation of planners; facilitating the digital transition
in planning; and introducing planning as a more central function in state governance. Over the summer
months, CCAPA has been very active, particularly
considering the renewed focus on accredited planning
education opportunities. The chapter has a standing
committee working on this issue; partnerships are
coming together with UConn and Yale University, as
well as at CCSU and SCSU. This is a great opportunity to get involved and lend a practitioner’s voice to
the conversation.
October is Community Planning Month and
CCAPA is looking forward to celebrating great projects and initiatives focused on an infrastructure that
benefits all. In keeping with our fellow chapters from
around the country, Planning Month has emerged
as a trending topic and an excellent way to highlight
the meaningful work of our members. On October 4,
CCAPA members are invited to Bridgeport to learn
about the “Plan Bridgeport” comprehensive plan.
The roundtable discussion will be led by Lynn Haig,
Planning Director for Bridgeport. Indicative of the
regional significance of the new plan, Lynn will be
joined by Melissa Kaplan-Macey from RPA and Matt
Fulda from Metro COG. Later in the month, over
600 planners are expected in Springfield, MA for the
annual Southern New England Planning Conference (SNEAPA). With a record 90-plus proposed
topics, this year’s theme of Rethink, Reinvest and
Renew has certainly caught our attention. Be sure to
make your arrangements early and plan for extra time
to explore Downtown Springfield and many of the
city’s vibrant neighborhoods. If you have an idea for

Planning Month, have a look at APA’s resource portal
for additional guidance.
APA Advocacy Network: Fall is also a very important time for APA’s policy initiatives. As with the
work of our Government Relations team in Hartford,
APA has an entire team of specialists dedicated to the
advancement of planning-related initiatives. On September 25, please join over 100 planners from around
the country at this year’s Planner’s Day on the Hill.
If you have never participated, this annual event is a
great time to connect with our federal electeds on issues of national significance. This year’s policy agenda
is focused on the following major themes:
• Address the nation’s housing crisis with policies
that advance affordability, availability, quality,
and access to economic and social opportunities;
• Advance policies that support and encourage
inclusive growth and development strategies;
• Invest in infrastructure that leads to stronger,
more vibrant communities; and
• Promote healthy and safe communities through
good planning and strategic investments
Thank you as always for your support of CCAPA
and good planning in Connecticut!
— Michael Piscitelli, AICP
If you would like more information on the many ways
CCAPA can assist you in professional practice, please
do not hesitate to contact me at (203) 946-2867 or
mpiscite@newhavenct.gov.
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FROM THE EDITOR

T

his is my final Editor’s Note, as Amanda
Kennedy is transitioning into her new role of
Communications Committee Chair and Connecticut
Planning editor. I want to use this opportunity to
thank everyone involved in producing this magazine
over the past seven years: from our sponsors whose
support make the magazine possible, to our regular
and occasional contributors who have willingly
responded to my requests and provided great content
over the years. I want to especially thank Jeff Mills
for his content and layout ideas, his work with our
sponsors, and his overall support. I am proud of the
breadth and depth of issues covered in the magazine
over the past several years, and the work of our
members and colleagues that has graced these pages.
This issue focuses on several ongoing mobility
planning efforts around the State. You will learn about
the process CRCOG has gone through to establish
a self-sustaining Regional Bikeshare system in 2020;
how MetroCOG communities are collaborating
on regulating shared, active transportation (think
bikes, scooters, etc.), and soliciting vendors to create

a regional shared mobility
system; and, finally, how the
toolkit SCCOG developed
for its municipalities helps
smaller communities plan and
fund efforts to make walking
and biking viable modes of
transportation. We also have
our regular Planner’s Profile,
in which Matthew Tyksinski
provides some insight into how
Yale is planning for more active transportation. And,
don’t miss From The Bench, which addresses two
important recent decisions regarding special permit
time limits and expert testimony.
Please get in touch with Amanda with any ideas
you have for issue themes or articles, and I look
forward to reading about what’s happening in your
community soon!
— Rebecca Augur
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Kicking Regional Bikeshare Into Gear
by Caitlin Palmer

B

ike share has been gaining traction across the nation — and the world for that
matter — at an astonishing rate. Bike share, now one of multiple forms of
micromobility options all based on a similar concept, is a service in which bicycles
are made available for shared use to individuals on a short-term basis for a fee.

Image courtesy of NACTO, https://nacto.org/shared-micromobility-2018/
According to the National Association
of City Transportation Officials (NACTO), in the U.S. between 2010 and 2016
there were 88 million bike share trips
taken over the course of those six years.
Compare that to 35 million trips taken in
2017 alone and then in 2018 when trips
more than doubled to a total of 84 million trips (numbers do include other micromobility modes as they arrived on the
market, i.e. scooters and e-bikes).
While there have been ups and downs
in establishing micromobility systems, the
benefits for bike share are noteworthy —
helping to address first and last-mile issues, providing affordable means of transportation for those in our low income
communities (many if not all systems
offer discounted programs for such popu-

lations), improving health and increasing
active transportation, increasing bicycling
in communities with links to economic
benefits, reducing vehicle congestion, activating streets, and using data to support
and prioritize improved bicycle infrastructure and policies; just to name a few.
The Capitol Region Council of Governments (CRCOG) first became interested in regional bike share in 2014. At that
time, CRCOG along with the Greater
Hartford Transit District and other partners hired the firm Foursquare Integrated
Transportation Planning to evaluate the
feasibility of implementing bike share
in the Hartford region. The resulting
report, “Metro Hartford Region Bike
Share Plan,” often called the Foursquare

The Capitol
Region Council
of Governments
(CRCOG) first became
interested in
regional bike share
in 2014. At that
time, CRCOG along
with the Greater
Hartford Transit
District and other
partners hired the
firm Foursquare
Integrated
Transportation
Planning to evaluate
the feasibility of
implementing bike
share in the Hartford
region.

(continued on page 6)
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Regional Bikeshare, cont’d

The proposed scope of the
Metro Hartford Region
Bike Share System as put
forth by the 2014 Foursquare Report.

Page 6

Report, laid out a three-phased approach
to gradually ramp up the size of the bike
share system. Several challenges were
also identified and included the lack of
a strong existing bike infrastructure network, a market low in tourists and college
students, and multiple town centers across
the region requiring a system that would
be spread across a wide geographic area.
Overall the market analysis found the
bike share was most feasible in the City
of Hartford and the adjacent municipalities of West Hartford and East Hartford,
citing additional opportunities for phased
satellite locations in New Britain, Newington, Waterbury, and around certain
CTfastrak locations. The study anticipated capital costs (based on existing technology at that time) that would grow over
time as the system expanded, resulting in
a total subsidy needed for full buildout in

six years of approximately $636,000. With
capital costs being too high and lacking
an identified agency to take on the many
responsibilities required to administer the
service (day-to-day operations, maintenance of bikes, rebalancing the system),
the idea of regional bike share was put
on hold. (The full report can be found
online at http://crcog.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/04/final_report.pdf).
Much has changed since 2014, perhaps most notably smart bike technology
such as it exists today has made a regional
network more feasible. Smart bikes are
much cheaper systems than smart docks.
While smart bike systems were just beginning to emerge during the creation of the
Foursquare report, they have since matured over the past several years making
them more viable. Additionally, students
and housing densities are on the rise in
many of our communities, particularly as
(continued on page 7)

Regional Bikeshare, cont’d
many of our CTfastrak and CTrail communities work to encourage transit-oriented development.
With enthusiasm for bike share indicated by ridership numbers seen with
the dockless bikeshare pilot in the City of
Hartford with LimeBike (now, Lime) in
2018, it seemed that the region might be
ready for bike share.
Sandra Fry, Senior Project Manager
and Bike/Ped Coordinator for the City
of Hartford describes the Lime bike experience. “The City of Hartford was gratified by the quick adoption of Lime bike
when it was deployed. We believed that
bike share was needed, but with a new
transportation system, you are never sure
if reality will match your predictions until
actual implementation. It was also clear as
demand built for Lime bikes both inside
and outside of the City that a regional,
coordinated system made the most sense,
so we turned to our partners at CRCOG
to develop that regional approach.”
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Regional Bikeshare, cont’d

Ridership numbers in Hartford with Lime indicate enthusiasm and
a need for transportation options. Image courtesy of Nina Cochran,
The Hartford Courant, www.courant.com/community/hartford/
hc-news-lime-bike-reactions-hartford-20180613-story.html.
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With the Lime experience to help
guide the process and some other regional
and system examples of RFPs to pull from
(notably the Metropolitan Area Planning
Council (MAPC) in Boston, MA was an
incredible resource to us, as well as Rochester, NY and New Haven, CT), CRCOG
invited all interested communities in the
Capitol Region to discuss the potential
for regional bike share. 20 of CRCOG’s
38 communities expressed interest and
were involved in the process. It was important to CRCOG to accurately reflect
the desires of the communities in order to
result in a successful and more sustainable
regional system, therefore all were invited
to read and make suggestions to multiple
iterations of the RFP.
Early discussions focused on various
types of bike share, the benefits, and the
challenges involved in creating a regional
bikeshare RFP. One of the early requirements agreed upon by the communities
was the request for a “no-cost” to municipalities system. We wanted a system that
would not involve any capital investment
(continued on page 9)

Regional Bikeshare, cont’d
costs like those identified by the Foursquare report, therefore a vendor will
need to design a system that ridership can
support and likely will need to identify a
sponsor for the system.
To simplify the RFP and the execution, the idea was to create a request
that all possible participating communities could be comfortable with. Notably, this included a requirement for a
docked or “lock-to” bike share system
and a bike-only system, aka, no scooters.
Communities expressed a preference for
designated bike parking locations to avoid
some of the issues that were had with the
dockless system.
At best, involved communities seemed
uncertain about scooters. Similar to concerns being expressed nationally about
scooters; safety, speeds, and the inevitable use of scooters on sidewalks were all
topics of discussion. Some communities
expressed a willingness to speak with the
vendor and make a decision later about
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The challenges
identified in
the Foursquare
report still exist,
particularly the
large geographic
size of our region,
and the variety in
population density
of our communities.
Realistically, all
involved understood
that it was unlikely
that a vendor
would be able to
create a no-cost,
sustainable system
with all interested
communities.

Regional Bikeshare, cont’d
possibly allowing a limited number of
scooters to be piloted in their town —
but some were also opposed, knowing
that scooters would not be permitted in
their town at this time. This meant we
needed to write an RFP that attempted to
request a system with the “least common
denominator” — so, no scooters — but
also write in some flexibility to allow
future conversations to take place and
possibly allow interested communities to
implement scooters if they wanted to. We
also knew scooters, specifically the lack of
scooters in our system request, could be
a deal breaker for vendors. Since scooters tend to benefit from higher ridership
numbers, this can result in a more profitable system for a vendor. This was something we understood when writing the
RFP and therefore we were prepared to
receive few or even possibly zero responses to our RFP.
The creation of the RFP was also
complicated by the fact that essentially
the vendor is the only one who can tell

860.522.6103 | halloransage.com
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us what a feasible, self-sustaining system
would look like. In the end, 19 communities participated in the RFP, but we didn’t
know how many towns a vendor would
actually include in their proposed system.
The challenges identified in the Foursquare report still exist, particularly the
large geographic size of our region, and
the variety in population density of our
communities. Realistically, all involved
understood that it was unlikely that a
vendor would be able to create a no-cost,
sustainable system with all interested
communities.
At MAPC’s suggestion, we didn’t
just create an RFP. To help streamline
the anticipated contractual process we
also created a draft Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between CRCOG
and the “Participating Communities” as
well as a template agreement for Scope of
Work between a vendor and each participating community.
The draft MOU serves as an agreement with CRCOG and the communities
and our shared goals, purposes, roll-out,
and what to do if issues arise — committing ourselves to working together even
(continued on page 11)
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Regional Bikeshare, cont’d
beyond system launch to ensure a successful, interconnected regional system
(knowing that issues in one community
that could lead to a reduced system size
will likely have ripple effects throughout
the system).
The draft Scope of Work serves as a
starting point for towns and the vendor
on what would likely be included in such
an agreement since it is likely that in addition to a master contract awarding the
system to one vendor from CRCOG, each
town will also want their own agreement
with the vendor. In these local contracts,
specific local requirements and deviations
from certain standards can be incorporated such as different parking requirements
or integration of scooters.
There are certainly challenges associated with coordinating and tailoring a
regional bike share RFP to the desires of
multiple communities, but the possible
benefits from bike share for our commu-

nities are great and CRCOG has been
happy to take on this effort. The CRCOG
Regional No-Cost Bikeshare RFP was
released in June of this year. Based on
questions received from potential respondents we extended the original deadline
from July 26th to August 9th to ensure
vendors were given adequate time to incorporate CRCOG’s answers to questions
as well as minimal amendments to the
RFP. Hopefully, in the spring of 2020
we’ll be seeing a fleet of bicycles roll out
in the CRCOG region, or maybe 2020
will bring with it a revised RFP, but…I’m
optimistic. See you out there!
— Caitlin Palmer has a Master of Science
in Urban Planning from Columbia University and has seven years of experience as
an urban planner. She worked for the City
of Hartford for six years, most recently as
the Chief of Zoning Administration, before joining CRCOG last year as a Senior
Community Development Planner.

There are certainly
challenges
associated with
coordinating
and tailoring a
regional bike
share RFP to the
desires of multiple
communities,
but the possible
benefits from
bike share for our
communities are
great and CRCOG has
been happy to take
on this effort.

A map of the 19 communities in the CRCOG region expressing interest in participating
in a regional bikeshare system. Image courtesy of CRCOG.
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Regional Coordination for Shared,
Active Transportation
by Meghan Sloan, AICP, Planning Director CT Metro COG

O

ver the past decade, bike shares have evolved from locally procured, station-based
systems for human-powered bike trips, into a range of shared mobility options, encompassing bikes, e-bikes and e-scooters. In many cities, dockless or hybrid systems
have increased public access to shared mobility and allowed for on-demand trips, without
a designated pickup or drop-off location. However, a number of dockless systems launched
by private, for profit companies, were implemented with very little local coordination and
poor on the ground management. This resulted in cluttered sidewalks and public frustration. By late 2018, bankruptcies, mergers and shifting priorities significantly reduced
the dockless share of the overall market. Most recently, TNCs such as Uber and Lyft have
become involved in shared active transportation.*

* https://nacto.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/04/NACTO_SharedMicromobility-in-2018_Web.pdf
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Beginning in the summer of 2018,
the Connecticut Metropolitan Council of
Governments (MetroCOG) and Greater
Bridgeport Transit (GBT), partnered to
assist member municipalities with implementing a regional bike share system.
The MetroCOG and GBT share a similar
service area which includes the City of
Bridgeport and Towns of Easton, Fairfield, Monroe, Stratford and Trumbull.
There has been significant investment in

improving the region’s bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure. The Pequonnock
River Trail, which runs through Bridgeport, Monroe and Trumbull continues
to expand, and will ultimately provide an
uninterrupted connection from the Monroe/Newtown border to Seaside Park
in Bridgeport. The Town of Fairfield’s
Complete Streets Policy was included in
the top ten of the American Society of

(continued on page 13)

Regional Coordination, cont’d
Landscape Architects “The Best Complete Streets Policies of 2018,” and the
Town has an active Bicycle and Pedestrian
Advisory Committee. Stratford recently
approved a Complete Streets Policy and
is in the process of improving bicycle and
pedestrian facilities in Stratford Center.
Some shared active transportation has
been locally implemented; Fairfield had
a successful bikeshare program through
a local bicycle shop for several years. In
2018, the University of Bridgeport partnered with Bird to provide scooters on
campus. These efforts, combined with a
greater focus on strengthening the first
mile/last mile connection for transit users, led MetroCOG to assist members
with a regional bike share.
Initially, MetroCOG and GBT anticipated that this process would involve
public outreach and subsequent development of a Request for Proposals for a
no-cost, pilot program for shared mobility
service in the region. Through discussions
with existing vendors, extensive collaboration with municipal staff and significant
market changes in the bike share industry
throughout 2018 and 2019, the partnership changed its orientation from a
regional RFP to developing a framework
for locally-implemented shared active

transportation systems, with an emphasis
on flexibility and scalability throughout
the region.

Collaborative Effort
The formation of an Advisory Committee (AC), composed of staff members
from GBT, local public health, planning
and economic development departments,
as well as a marketing consultant (Susan Rubinsky Marketing Consulting or
SRMC) and the Chair of Fairfield’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee supported
this very iterative process. By reviewing
the anticipated deliverables against preferred timelines, local requirements for
procurement and contracts and regulations for use of the public right of way,
the AC identified potential issues and developed solutions. Issues included:

This
Space
Could Be
Yours !
for info on advertising
rates and availability,
please reach jeff mills a t

(860) 454-8922
or via email at
jmcommunications@comcast.net

• Today’s bike share systems would
have been difficult to envision a decade ago. Dockless/hybrid systems,
e-bikes and transit farecard integration were not available. It is unlikely
we can predict how the industry will
look five years from now, and we
want to ensure that the public have
access to a product that changes
with industry innovations.
(continued on page 14)

(continued on page 14)
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While docked
systems were
initially supported,
potential costs, a
commitment to a
single vendor and a
longer than desired
program length
became concerns.

Regional Coordination, cont’d
• Local regulations vary regarding
what can and can’t be placed in the
public right of way, as well as how it
is authorized and/or enforced.
• Local preferences for devices (and
number of devices) also vary. Stratford was only comfortable with
pedal-powered bikes, while Fairfield
was interested in pedal assist bikes
for hillier neighborhoods. Scooters
were another topic of debate.
• While docked systems were initially
supported, potential costs, a commitment to a single vendor and a
longer than desired program length
became concerns. Bridgeport was
more comfortable with a dockless
system, while other municipalities
were concerned about sidewalk clutter and preferred a hybrid approach.
• Bridgeport and Stratford wanted a
system in place as soon as possible
and had reached out to potential
vendors. Fairfield wanted to un-

derstand the industry better before
making any decisions. A Request for
Information (RFI) would identify
those vendors who were a good fit
for the region but would not delay
those municipalities who wanted the
service more urgently.
Solutions were typically based on
the need to ensure that operations were
controlled locally but could be integrated
into a regional system. Through this collaboration, the following system was envisioned:
• Each municipality would select the
vendors for and regulate their own
system.
• The overall preference was for a
pilot program with a specific beginning and end date, with one or
more shared active transportation
vendors, at no cost to the municipality. They could also end the program at any time during this period.
(continued on page 15)
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Regional Coordination, cont’d
• The pilot system would be regulated
through a local ordinance for shared
active transportation operations in
the public right of way.
• Selected vendors would receive a
permit or license to utilize the public right of way to operate their system. If the pilot was successful, the
permit could be extended, or the
vendor could reapply for a longer
permit.
• A permit rather than a contract or
agreement would offer greater flexibility for the system to change as the
shared active transportation industry
evolves. Successful vendors who had
high rates of usage would want to
continue operations. Less popular
vendors would not have a reason to
continue operations.
• The local bike share would be at a
scale suitable for each municipality,
as detailed in the ordinance. However, vendors would be encouraged to allow their devices to work
throughout the region.

• At the regional level, an RFI would
be utilized to better understand
the industry, rather than an RFP or
RFQ. Each municipality would then
follow their local selection processes.

Community Outreach
Thorough, comprehensive outreach
to communities throughout the region
was also accomplished by the work of the
AC. The original intent of the outreach
process was to understand how and where
residents would utilize a bike share. This
process also helped inform people of what
a bike share was and that it was being
planned for the region. By engaging a
marketing consultant to develop a survey, logo, and promotional materials (the
CT MetroShare brand) the AC presented a consistent brand both digitally and
physically. All materials were translated
into Spanish. Municipal staff assisted by
distributing material at existing events or
identifying events for the consultant to
attend. MetroCOG and GBT staff, as well
as SRMC, also spent a day at the GBT
Intermodal Center and assisted transit
customers with digitally taking the survey.
(continued on page 16)
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Regional Coordination, cont’d
358 surveys were completed in English and 3 in Spanish. Findings included:
• 64% of respondents would be very
likely or likely to use a bike share if
it was available.
• Fun and leisure, exercise and local
use/running errands were the most
reported purposes for using a bike
share, but, getting to and from transit and commuting received some
support.
• The perception of bike share as a
fun/leisure activity was reinforced
by respondent’s preferences to use
the system at parks, beaches and
bike trails, on weekends and with
family and friends. However, 46% of
respondents also expressed interest
in using the system at a local train
station.
• Bridgeport and Fairfield were the
top two locations that respondents
would use a bike share.
• 20% of respondents had used a bike
share before. The majority of locations included New Haven, New York
City, Hartford and Washington DC.

A few respondents used a bike share
outside of the United States, such as
Paris, Beijing, Aruba, Dubai, Rio de
Janeiro, Vancouver and London.
• 68% of respondents would be willing to pay for a bike share.
A further benefit of developing a
“MetroShare” logo and brand is for the
system’s identity in the future.

Local Ordinance
In response to the AC’s preference to
regulate bike share operations through
the public right of way, MetroCOG staff
researched best practices for a “dockless
shared mobility” ordinance. The model
ordinance is best used as a set of minimum requirements for a dockless system,
but can be adapted for a station-based
system. While dockless systems are likelier
to be low or no cost and can be quickly
removed, they also have more disruptive
potential — thus the stricter ordinance in
its current form. As the authorizing agency, number of units and operators, device
mix, mandatory locations, permit fees
and insurance requirements will vary by
municipality, many details must be locally
determined.

Request for
Information
The purpose of the
RFI was to understand
current best practices
and emerging technologies in the shared
active transportation
industry. The AC made
the decision to proceed
with an RFI (rather
than RFQ) after having
several meetings that
ended with more questions than answers. For
example, throughout
the process of evaluating various options for
shared active transportation, fleet size was
often a concern. The AC
(continued on page 17)
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wanted to avoid prescriptive limits on size
which could negatively impact the success of what would otherwise be a good
system. However, they also wanted to
ensure each municipality had an appropriate fleet size that did not clutter sidewalks
and/or private property. Inconvenient
or limited placement and/or too many
devices would create a quick, negative
response from impacted residents, which
could quickly be spread via social media.
Therefore, understanding how operators
determine fleet size, rather than telling
operators how many devices to provide
was preferred. Example questions for each
topic area are as follows:
• Introduction: Describe the
organization’s size and ownership
structure.
• Relevant Experience and Expertise:
Has the North American Bikeshare
Association ever made a determination to suspend, expel or fine your
organization’s operations? If so,
how did your organization address
this issue?
• Service model: Describe the level of
input the municipality and local stakeholders have in location decisions.
• Fleet size and geography: If adjacent municipalities were interested
in using your organization’s service,
what would the process and timeframe be for implementing it?
• Customer service: Does your organization have a contact and plan
to handle municipal requests in response to inclement weather, special
events or emergencies?
• Payment: Will customers have a
cash-based method of payment, as
well as an option that does not require a smartphone?
• Devices (bikes/e-bikes/scooters):
What type of GPS units are used
and how are they secured to the
device?
• Maintenance: Will safety and maintenance records be made available
to the municipality upon request?

• Parking and rebalancing: How does
the organization encourage customers to properly park the device and
in compliance with all applicable
laws?
• User education and community
outreach: How will the service be
promoted prior to launch? What is
the time period of promotion?
• Data sharing and customer privacy:
How does the user agreement clearly indicate this data will be collected
and shared with the participating
entity (municipality)?
• Equity: Are any other programs
offered to benefit low-income communities?
• Local collaboration and branding:
If local universities or other campus-like settings are interested in
providing shared active transportation, would your organization be
able to accommodate these entities?
• Flexibility and Innovation: How
does your organization integrate
emerging technologies and innovations in the shared active transportation industry?
• Costs and Fees: Will your organization cover the public costs associated with managing a shared active
transportation program? These
include damage to public infrastructure by the use of the devices
and local costs to mitigate negative
impacts, such as storage, relocation
and removal of bicycles improperly
parked.

Helpful resources for
this article, as well
as the development
of the ordinance and
RFI:
North American
Bikeshare Association
(NABSA) Guidance:
https://nabsa.net/
guidance/
National Association
of City Transportation
Officials (NACTO)
Shared Active
Transportation
Guidelines:
https://nacto.
org/2018/07/11/
shared-activetransportationguidelines/
Transportation 4
America, Shared
Micromobility
Playbook: https://
playbook.t4america.
org/

The RFI was issued in late August.
We hope that this effort informs both
MetroCOG members and municipalities
throughout the state as they design
their own shared active transportation
programs.
— Meghan A. Sloan, AICP is the Planning Director for the Connecticut
Metropolitan Council of Governments (MetroCOG), a regional
planning organization that serves the Greater Bridgeport area in
Southwestern Connecticut. Ms. Sloan is involved in MetroCOG’s
Transportation, Natural Hazard Mitigation, Conservation, Economic
Development and Brownfields programs. Ms. Sloan holds a Masters of
Science in Urban Studies from Southern Connecticut State University.
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Planning Region-Wide for Biking and
Walking: Southeast Connecticut’s
Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan
by Kate Rattan, SCCOG / Holly Parker, Less Road Traveled LLC /
Eric Weis, Cogent / Kevin Tedesco, AECOM

T

he Southeastern Connecticut Council
of Governments (SCCOG) region
is comprised of 22 communities — the
smallest of which has just over 1,900
residents, while the largest has almost
40,000. But the differences in the region’s communities by no means end
there. The intent of the Regional Bicycle
and Pedestrian Plan was to inventory existing facilities, resources, and programs
that SCCOG has to offer,
and plan for future expansion of facilities by creating
toolkits for municipalities as
well as conducting “popup” projects that
demonstrate what
could be built.
Lebanon, for
example, hosts 7.5
miles of the multi-use
Airline State Park Trail,
the Commons Hill Trail,
and Five-Mile-Rock Trail. The
town also has a beautiful 1.6 mile stonedust walking path around its town green,
which is heavily used by both Lebanon
and regional residents. Should you want
to walk from the Green to somewhere
else in Lebanon, however, there would be
no sidewalk to safely convey you.
Neighboring Colchester has sidewalks, and its planning team has been
working to connect and expand them.
Colchester also invested in the creation
of a spur trail from the Airline Trail to
their town center. Some towns in the
southeastern CT region have invested in
bicycle and/or pedestrian plans that will
make their existing network even more
connected and safe for these modes — or
they have spent considerable thought as
to how to improve those modes of trans-
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portation in their Plan of Conservation
and Development. Our team which in
addition to this article’s authors, included Brian Kent of Kent+Frost, was asked
to create a plan that accommodated the
needs of the region and of each individual, unique town.
This plan strongly recommends pursuing a regional bike route vision. Regional bike routes facilitate connectivity
of both on- and off-road facilities in the
region and provide opportunities for
cross-jurisdictional collaboration. This
study proposes creation of the Eastern
Shoreline Trail, a continuous bike-friendly
corridor from the Rhode Island line in
Pawcatuck to the Old Lyme/East Lyme
border on Route 156, this route would
serve to connect to other shoreline bike
routes including the Shoreline Greenway
in Madison, Guilford and Branford, and
the East Coast Greenway traveling west
from New Haven. Stonington’s segment
includes a shared-use path through Barn
Island Management Area and improvements to RT 1 from Greenhaven Road
to downtown Mystic. Regional corridors
such as this appeal to many potential users, from those who like to commute to
and from work, or to longer recreational
trips. Another regional route that has
been in the works is the Tri-Town Trail,
traveling through Groton, Ledyard, and
Preston. The Tri-Town Trail is planned to
be 17 miles long, connecting municipalities, economic centers, open spaces, and
natural resources with a multi-use path
suitable for both recreation and transportation.
Disparities among the towns bicycle
and pedestrian planning capacity became
apparent early on. Many towns employ
(continued on page 19)

Regional Bike/Pedestrian Plan, cont’d
a full time planner while others contract
planning services on a part time basis. Additionally, the designated Legal Traffic Authorities, typically the First Selectman or
Police Chief, have varied time, interest and
expertise in recreation or transportation.
Especially for those communities with
only an LTA, and no full-time planner on
staff, it was important to provide all the
tools a community could need to plan and
fund the policy and infrastructure that
would help make walking and bicycling a
viable mode of transportation — and not
only considered as a form of recreation.
Each community’s “toolkit” includes:
• An explanation of “complete
streets” — or streets that are designed to meet the needs of all users
of the street: pedestrian, bicyclist,
transit rider, and motorist;
• Contact information for the local,
regional, and state personnel who
could help with all aspects of the
transportation planning process

(continued on page 20)

n strategic, comprehensive and master planning
n land use, zoning and environmental policy
n hazard mitigation and climate resiliency planning
n community outreach and inclusive engagement
n conservation and open space planning
n neighborhoods and district area planning
n transportation planning
n historic preservation planning
n research, mapping and data visualization
n grant and funding assistance
Caroline Wells, AICP n Jim Riordan, AICP, LEED®AP
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Pop-up two-way bike lanes on Central Avenue in Norwich.
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The toolkit serves
to engage local
decision-makers
by providing
the resources
necessary to make
transportation
improvements and
helps to guide the
build out of the
larger regional bike
and pedestrian plan.

Regional Bike/Pedestrian Plan, cont’d
• Background on previous bicycle or
pedestrian transportation studies
undertaken — and goals set — by
the community
• Analysis of gaps in the sidewalk
infrastructure relative to ADA requirements
• Recommendations for achievable
projects that will result in a more
connected and safe transportation
network
The toolkit serves to engage local decision-makers by providing the resources
necessary to make transportation improvements and helps to guide the build
out of the larger regional bike and pedestrian plan. Experiential engagement was
provided over the course of the project
through “pop-up” projects that demonstrated potential solutions to local needs
in a low-cost and temporary manner.
One such project demonstrated a potential bicycle facility in Norwich, one was a
placemaking solution which activated an
alley in Jewett City, and the third demon-

strated a solution for bike/ped wayfinding
for an underutilized route in Groton. All
three “pop-up” projects were determined
and designed in close consultation with
municipal staff, and were timed to maximize interaction with local walkers and
bicyclists. While all three projects were
well received, the Norwich project garnered the most interest and attention of
the three and is described in more detail
in the following.
The Greenville neighborhood of Norwich includes two north-south corridors:
North Main Street (Route 12) which
carries the majority of traffic and Central
Avenue, a mixed-use commercial and residential corridor. Central Avenue is just
one block west of North Main, connected
at both ends of Greenville, however Central Avenue has a greater number of local
destinations. A mix of restaurants, churches, open space, commercial uses and
single- and multifamily residential create
a vital neighborhood, however higher vehicular speeds prevent this neighborhood
from being comfortable for cyclists.
The curb-to-curb width of Central

Pop-up two-way bike lanes on Central Avenue in Norwich.
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(continued on page 21)

Regional Bike/Pedestrian Plan, cont’d
Avenue from 4th St to 7th St (the engagement focus area) is 41 feet, with two
travel lanes and two curbside parking
lanes. This is more parking than is needed for Central Avenue, so this project
temporarily converted the southbound
parking lane into two-way separated bike
lanes. With the use of pavement tape, orange traffic cones, spray chalk, tar paper,
acrylic paint, and reflective glass micro
beads, the team was able to install the
bike lanes in about 4 hours, plus about 4
hours of advance preparation.
The lanes stayed up for two days, a
Sunday and a Monday, so the team could
observe both weekend and weekday use.
We were not blessed with great weather,
but nevertheless we were able to speak
with many walkers and bicyclists, and
even a few curious motorists who pulled
over to chat about the project. There was
some criticism, but we had an opportunity to discuss the pros and cons with the
community right there on the street. At
the end of the day, we all learned.

Some lessons learned from this popup project include:
• Bicycle pop-ups should be planned
for June through mid-October —
late spring in Connecticut is predictably wet and the most benefit will
be seen from focusing on the “bike
season.” This should be taken into
account in the scheduling of planning milestones and tasks.

Inland Wetland
• Local
Municipal,
State,Agencies
Federal

• Know your materials — try out
any new products before the event.
Spray chalk coverage and pavement
tape adhesion can be understood
before the install and will make the
project really pop.
• Local advocates and neighbors
make great partners — go beyond

(continued on page 22)
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Having this
novel (although
temporary)
facility made it
easier to engage
neighborhood
residents and
visitors, to
demonstrate how
such a facility works
for all users of the
street, and to let
imaginations go
wild in envisioning
the future of
transportation in
Norwich and in
the southeastern
Connecticut region

Regional Bike/Pedestrian Plan, cont’d
outreach requirements. Pop-up
projects primary goal is to generate
interest and feedback. Be ready
to tell individuals how they can
get involved, because they want
to be involved. Think about this
broadly and be ready to identify:
local complete streets committee,
regional advisory board, local
organizations that provide outreach
(Rotary or the Lions clubs for
example).
• Keep your surveys consistent and
reasonably short across your outreach efforts. The pop-ups are a
great opportunity to get comparable
data for different neighborhoods.
• If permanent cyclist and pedestrian
traffic data is available, such as the
security cameras in this corridor,
use the data to determine days
and times to focus your outreach.
Neighbors and advocates can also
provide this information.
Having this novel (although temporary) facility made it easier to engage
neighborhood residents and visitors, to
demonstrate how such a facility works for
all users of the street, and to let imaginations go wild in envisioning the future
of transportation in Norwich and in the
southeastern Connecticut region. The
true value of the planning effort conducted for this bike and pedestrian plan lies
within the public outreach, which directly
influenced the overall recommendations
both municipally and regionally. The final
plan has been tailored to be digestible

Enhancing properties and communities
through exceptional land use services.
Serving Fairfield, New Haven and Westchester Counties Since 1957

203.327.0500 | www.rednissmead.com
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for each municipality as well as a regional
planning tool. All recommendations have
been mapped to show an emerging network of bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Once finalized, the final report will be
available at www.seccog.org.
— Kate Rattan currently manages transportation programs for the Southeastern
Connecticut Council of Governments, and
previously served as Bicycle and Pedestrian
Coordinator for the State of Connecticut
Department of Transportation.
— Holly Parker is Founder and Owner of
Less Road Traveled and has spent her 22year career facilitating quantifiable shifts
in transportation mode choice.
— Eric Weis is Founder of Cogent, a transportation planning consultancy focused on
helping places become more bike- and pedestrian-friendly.
— Kevin Tedesco has spent the last 11 years
of his career developing human-scale plans
and designs for people and places for the
Connecticut Department of Transportation
and now with AECOM.
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From the Bench
by Christopher J. Smith, Esquire, Alter & Pearson, LLC

Special Permits and Time Limits, and Expert Testimony on Traffic

T

he Courts have been busy with a
number of interesting decisions.
First, in International Investors v. Fairfield Town Plan & Zoning Commission,
Docket No: FBT CV-18-6074152-S
(Radcliffe, J., February 14, 2019), a
trial court held, in part, that a zoning
commission lacks statutory authority to
place a time limit on a special permit approval. This decision is on appeal to the State Appellate Court.
Second, in American Institute for the NeuroIntegrative Development, Inc. v. Town Plan and Zoning
Commission of the Town of Fairfield, 189 Conn. App. 332
(April 23, 2019), the Appellate Court held that when
there is uncontroverted expert testimony that a proposed
use requiring special exception approval will not adversely
impact off-site traffic conditions, a zoning commission
cannot deny the application based upon concerns with
increased off-site traffic.

Time Limits on Special Permit Approvals:

In International Investors, a special permit and CAM
site plan had been approved for a retail use and building
in 2006. The applicable zoning regulations provided
that the special permit was valid for two years, subject to
possible extensions not to exceed an additional one year.
For a number of reasons, the approved retail use was not
pursued and the owner sought, and obtained, an extension of both the special permit and CAM site plan from
defendant commission. Plaintiff neighbor appealed claiming that the statutory timeframe for the CAM site plan
does not apply to the special permit approval, and that
the special permit had expired because the approval was
not utilized within the timeframe provided by the zoning
regulations.
The trial court agreed that the statutory timeframe
for the CAM site plan does not apply to the special
permit (the two do not go hand in hand), and that the
commission lacked authority to approve an extension of
the special permit by approving an extension of the CAM
site plan.
However, the trial court continued citing to Robert
A. Fuller in his treatise Land Use Law and Practice, that
“when a special permit is issued by a zoning commission…
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it remains valid indefinitely, since the use allowed under
it is a permitted use…The agency cannot put an expiration date or require renewal of special permits…” The
trial court noted that special permits run with the land
and that a zoning commission is limited to those statutory powers delegated to it. Since there is no statute that
provides time limits on special permit approvals similar to
those statutes governing site plan, subdivision and CAM
site plan approvals, the defendant zoning commission
lacked authority to extend the special permit approval
because the special permit approval could not have been,
and is not, subject to any time limit. Therefore, the special permit remains valid regardless of whether the zoning
regulatory timeframes have been exceeded.
Plaintiff successfully petitioned the Appellate Court
for permission to appeal. The issue of whether time limits
can be placed on special permit approvals is one of the issues on appeal. A decision by the Appellate Court should
occur sometime next year, and may have a significant
impact on special permit approvals. See Appellate Court
Docket No. AC 43035 for tracking purposes.

Expert Testimony on Traffic Impacts

It finally happened — an appellate level decision that
a zoning commission cannot disregard uncontroverted
expert testimony from a traffic engineer that a special
exception proposal will not result in adverse impacts to
traffic and deny the proposal based on perceived traffic
impacts. For years the Courts have been chipping away at
the tenet of zoning law that a zoning commission has the
authority to determine traffic impacts based upon its layperson members’ knowledge of the municipality’s roads
and traffic conditions.
In American Institute, the commission denied a
special exception application to utilize a former high
school building to provide “educational, vocational,
and other services” to certain individuals with “severe
learning disabilities…” The application was denied, in
part, based on concerns about increased off-site traffic.
Plaintiff-applicant’s appeal was dismissed by the trial
court. The Appellate Court reversed the trial court and
ordered the special exception to be approved subject to
reasonable conditions.
(continued on page 26)

Connecticut Planner Profile: Matthew Tyksinski
Current Position: Urban Sustainability Program Manager for the Office of
Sustainability at Yale University
Hometown:
Altamont, NY — a village just west of Albany
Favorite Places: Chicago, IL; Block Island, RI; Elizabeth Park and his surrounding
neighborhood in Hartford
What made you decide on a career in planning?
After college, I knew that I wanted to work in a field that
incorporated aspects of social justice, people and the built
environment. I spent a year in the Jesuit Volunteer Corps
and Americorps in Seattle and Austin, respectively. My
experiences with those two organizations helped guide
me towards urban planning. I realized that a career in
planning could provide me with the opportunity to work
at the intersection of transportation, sustainability, community development and the built environment.
Why did you decide to be a planner in Connecticut?
After spending time in different parts of the country, I
wanted to return to the Northeast, which is where I grew
up. I realized that Connecticut is at a pivotal moment and
planners can play an integral role in determining the state’s
future. I also felt like the state would give me ample opportunity for growth and would enable me to develop my
skills as a planner in a way that other places would not.
What projects/initiatives are you currently working
on as a planner?
There are a number of projects that I am currently working on at Yale. I am in the process of developing the
Office’s biannual survey on transportation that provides
a baseline assessment of the University’s transportation
and parking initiatives and how the University population
commutes to campus. The results of this survey will help
direct our Office and the University community in implementing programs and initiatives that will help increase
the use of more sustainable modes of transportation.
Additionally, I work with Go New Haven Go, a coalition
of partners within the State of Connecticut that aim to
create and promote opportunities to make sustainable
and active forms of transportation more accessible and
attractive for everyone.
Why did you join CCAPA? What do you like about
being a member?
I joined CCAPA because it is a great way to connect with
other planners in the state. I love going to events and exchanging ideas and stories with other professionals. These
events are not only informative and entertaining, but that
have helped me develop as a planner.

Do you have any favorite websites/tools/blogs that
relate to planning and/or your job that you’d like to
share?
I really enjoy listening to podcasts and here are three that
I would recommend:
1. 99% Invisible, which focuses on unnoticed architecture and design that helps to shape our world.
2. Placemakers, which is a short series of episodes
that shares stories about the spaces people inhabit
and the people who shape them.
3. Planet Money, which focuses on the national and
global economy and how it impacts our lives.
I also really enjoy keeping up-to-date with planning
and other issues in Connecticut through podcasts like
Where We Live and The Wheelhouse.
As for websites, I like www.nextcity.org and
www.citylab.com. Next City is a nonprofit organization
with a mission to inspire social, economic and environmental change in cities through journalism and events
around the world. CityLab focuses on five areas of urban
coverage — design, transportation, environment, equity,
and life — as well as a new Solutions hub to collect the
best ideas and stories for an urbanizing world.
How has bicycle/pedestrian planning fit into your
life and career?
I have always been drawn to the way transportation
shapes the way we live and how it can provide access
to opportunities. There are too many inequities in the
transportation system. So, being a part of the solution is
a continued goal of mine. I also enjoy playing a role in
promoting alternative and active forms of transportation
within my current role.
Personally, I ride my bike on a daily basis, using my
folding bike for the first and last mile portions of my
commute on the Hartford Line between Hartford and
New Haven. I am excited to be a part of the movement
within our state to make active forms of transportation
more accessible for all.
How does bicycle/pedestrian planning fit into
the work of the Office of Sustainability at Yale
University?

(continued on page 26)
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Connecticut Planner Profile, cont.

From the Bench, cont.

Bicycle and pedestrian planning are vital to my role within the Office of Sustainability. They are also key components in Yale’s most recent Sustainability Plan. One of
the primary strategies within the plan pertains to mobility; improving alternative and sustainable modes of transportation. By creating more opportunities for alternative
transportation, we can lower our carbon footprint and
help both the environment and our health.

Specifically, the Appellate Court held that concerns
by neighbors were speculative and although the commission can take into consideration neighbors’ comments
about existing road conditions, only a professional expert
can address “adequacy of the streets to accommodate
traffic and prospective hazards or congestion…” associated with the proposed use. Since the only expert testimony on these issues was that the proposed use can be
accommodated by the existing roads without any change
to levels of service, the commission lacked substantial evidence to deny the proposal based upon alleged adverse
traffic impacts.

Does Yale University have any advice for
communities and academic institutions with respect
to managing bicycle/pedestrian planning efforts in
an urban setting?
I think that understanding the needs of the community
or academic institution is important. This means identifying the needs of both the academic institution and the
community, as the two are inextricably linked.
Utilizing strategies like bike share and creating
bike/walk committees within the community are vital
steps. Yale’s success in bicycle/pedestrian planning is tied
to its’ ability to create opportunities to improve connectivity for its students, faculty and staff.

— Christopher Smith is an attorney with Alter &
Pearson, LLC. He can be reached at (860) 652-4020 or
csmith@alterpearson.com.
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